IN & OUT & IN-BETWEEN
By Sonia Horon

In

e “KInG” Is Back. e U.S. Postal Service has
previewed the Music Icons: Elvis Presley Commemorative Forever Stamp and joined with Sony Music’s
RCA/Legacy Recordings to announce the debut of
an exclusive music CD titled ELVIS FOREVER that
includes an Elvis song, as you’ve never heard it. e
CD is available online and in select Post Offices
beginning nOW. On August 12th, the day of the
Elvis Presley stamp dedication ceremony, Priscilla
Presley joined Postmaster General Megan Brennan
in dedicating the stamp at Graceland in Memphis as
part of this year’s Elvis Week celebration. The Postal
Service previously honored Presley on a stamp in
1993. The Smithsonian’s national Postal Museum
calls that stamp the most popular U.S. commemorative stamp of all time. is stamp features a 1955
black-and-white photograph of Presley taken by
William Speer. On the bottom corner, between the
words “Forever” and “USA” is a gold crown, a nod
to Presley’s nickname, the King of rock ‘n’ roll.
Presley’s signature, in gold ink is featured along the
right side of the stamp. Customers can get this
track by picking up a copy of ELVIS FOrEVEr at
their local Post Office location, or order stamps
and the commemorative $9.99 CD at USPS.COM.

of their alleged cheating with who else — their kids
nannies bringing forth what else — the termination
of their marriages by wives who, on the richter
Scale of “cheating” have had enough, and must be
humiliated, and pissed out of their minds. YEP.
no Doubt. WAIT isn’t that the name of Rossdale’s
wife Gwen Stefani’s rock band? The world is still
spinning in its highest heels over Maria Shriver/
Arnold Schwarzenegger/husband/nanny fiasco
AND now this! WtF. Guess it’s not enough being
married to talented, beautiful, entrepreneur-type
woman, who BtW just happens to be the mother
of your kids? OMG what is it with husbands who
can’t keep their pants zipped up around their kids
nannies? It’s a growing Hollywood epidemic worse
than the flu. Like we don’t have enough ordinary
people shht on our minds like paying rent,
keeping our jobs, and making car payments... NO.
Guess not. We have to listen to, and read about
people who have it all, and still it’s not enough?
Bottom line: If famous, gorgeous, and successful,
Hollywood A-list wives with herds of kids hanging on their apron strings, can’t get around slick,
stealthy, tricky dick husbands who can’t keep It
in their pants around their KIDS nAnnIES —
what chance does the rest of normal, everyday
women have? It just proves once again that even
if you’re a 10 (like the wives) you aren’t immune
to tnt (The Nanny Threat). Trying to piece this
thing together to make sense (if it’s actually true)
— maybe researching on a cheating husband in
“Gone Girl” got to him, and Affleck was caught
up in trying to bring his role to life, and didn’t want
to break character when he left the studio? Maybe?
No? Could be? Now what? The sad news: it looks
like his wife Jennifer Garner is “Gone Baby Gone”.
Ladies better take a lesson from actress Jessica
Biel (married to Justin timberlake) who reports
say hired two gay male nannies to look after their
baby son. Sounds fabulous! You get the best of
both worlds. A good-looking (for certain) attentive,
qualified, sensitive companion who hangs around
the house, you, and the kids day and night, AND
you don’t have to worry about your husband
keeping his zipper up when you aren’t around.
Then again... This is LA... Better be sure...

OUt

WHAT THE HELL ?
Is the concept of having a “nanny” in TinselTown
on its way OUT? Following in the footsteps of
the terminator (as it turns out these days a more
than appropriate title for some wives in Hollywood
who are pulling the plug on their marriages) the
latest duo to get Marital termination Papers are
Ben Affleck and Gavin rossdale — who gossip
tabloids are reporting minute by minute details

Pretty scary. Both tom Brady and his reported
Diva Demands. Perhaps having a Diva Supermodel
wife (Gisele Bundchen) has rubbed off on Brady, a
four time Super Bowl winner, who looks to be in
HOt WAtEr with his fans after e-mails showcasing
his prima donna behavior were released as part of the
“Deflategate” case. The now-on-suspension, New
England Patriots Quarterback referred to the owners

of a pool supply company as “morons” and “fuching
idiots” it seems because they didn’t have a pool cover
in the athlete’s color of choice. SAY WHAt? Revelations of his mouth froth came in a report submitted
to Federal court, where Brady has appealed his punishment from an NFL investigation that found him
guilty of the knowledge that his balls were purposely
deflated. Let’s all pray together that “tom terrific”
as he’s known to his teammates, can use the strategies
he applies to his balls, to deflate a prissy behavior. nO?

In-BEtWEEn

Sure, it’s well-known in the music industry. Or
while driving to the grocery store with nothing on
your mind, but food for dinner. Or on days when
you hate the world, and want everyone to know it. Or
when you’re trying to romance your new “flavor
of the month” and can’t keep your hands off each
other even when wheels are spinning. t H E n
driving in your car and listening to blaring music
ringing out tunes that annoy the hell out of pedestrians in crosswalks and piss off people at stop signs
who give you crusty looks because they think you
are going to run them over... IT MAKES SEnSE.
But it seems rolls royce has taken the concept
“Ear For Music” to an entirely new level releasing
its special edition model “e rolls royce Wraith”
which the company says it designed specifically with
MUSIC JUnKIES in mind. SAY WHAt? This
modern gentleman’s favorite, shiny bed-on-wheels
toy is proud to boast an impressive 18 Channel
Stereo System, with the ability to BLOCK out any
outside noise. IS tHAt EVEn LEGAL? Maybe
in an IMAX movie theater, but on the street? What
if a fire engine, ambulance, driver/pedestrian in
trouble, or screaming kid running after a ball pops
out of nowhere, and you don’t see it because you’re
busy listening to a screeching, blasting, booming,
earsplitting, metallic rock concert, or a resounding,
piercing, thundering philharmonic symphonic
orchestra in your car? YIKES! Hey... is that a lawsuit server I see coming, or just an ugly guy in a cheap
suit headed my way? Rolls Royce claims that the
music inspired car has “the most exhaustively designed sound system in automotive history.” Well,
that’s fabulous for the car. Now, let’s hope the driver
has Superman day/night goggle vision, and Spiderman fast reflexes while driving. It’s almost beyond
a scary thought that someone — who is operating a
MOVInG VEHICLE needs to get so lost in music
while driving, that a $400,000 sound proof tank is
required. GEEZZE FrICKIn’ LOUISE. Now, I’m
not saying that I wouldn’t take the car if Rolls
Royce offered it to me for FREE... Get real!
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